Viscosity of liquid water in the range −8 °C to 150 °C Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data 7, 941 (1978); https:// Experimental evidepce for steam and other fluids has demonstrated the existence of an anomalous enhancement of [he dynamic viscosity in the close vicinity of the critical point. A re-analysis of the experimental evidence for the viscosity of steam indicates that the observed behavior of the critical viscosity enhancement is consistent with current theoretical predictions. An interpolating equation for the dynamic viscosity of water substance is presented which is in good agreement with the experimental viscosity data in a large range of temperatures and pressures. The equation contains a smaller number of coefficients than the current international equation for the viscosity of water substance and incorporates the enhancement of the viscosity in the close vicinity of tht:: critical point.
critieal exponent of coexistence curve critical exponent of compressibility critical exponent of chemical potential at T = T,. The new formulation is a substantial improvement over the skeleton table and correlating formulae adopted earlier in 1964 [K1, M1, Sl] . For a detailed discussion the reader is referred to articles by Hendricks et al. [H 1] , by Nagashima [NI] and by Scheffler et al. [S2] . The new representation has been incorpoTlltpcl in H revised edition of the ASME Steam Tables [M2] .
The recommended interpolating equation was adopted by lAPS as the best equation available at that time. Nevertheless, the interpolating equation has a few unsatisfactory features. Firstly, it does not incorporate the enhancement of the viscosit) observed in the critical region [NI,OI] . As a consequence, the interpolating equation does not yield an accurate representation of the viscosity in a small region around the critical point as recognized in the release issued by lAPS [II] . Secondly, no attempts were made to assess the significance of the individual terms in the equation. As a result, the form of the equation has not been optimized and it contains a much larger number of coefficients than-necessary.
In this paper we attempt to remedy the deficiencies of the interpolating equation mentioned above using current theoretical concepts for the representation of viscosity data of fluids near the critical point, combined with improved methods for the statistical analysis of data. The new equation, to be presented in this paper, was developed on the basis of the experimental viscosity data contained in the primary references recommended by lAPS's working group on transport properties [NI] , but supplemented with detailed information concerning the behavior of the viscosity in the critical region [OI, RI, R2] as well as data from some' other sources that have recently become available [K2,K3,N2]. 2. Nature of the Viscosity Equation
The Normal Viscosity
In order to elucidate the nature of the new equation, It IS convenient to introduce the notion of a normal viscosity. The normal viscosity 1i is defined as the viscosity without the extra enhancement observed in the immediate vicinity of the critical point. Hence outside a small region around the critical point, to be specified below, the actual viscosity "l equals the normal viscosity Tj. '
The normal viscosity is most conveniently considered as a function of the temperature T and the density p. It is customarily treated as a sum of two distinct contributions (2.1)
where Tlo(1) represents the viscosity of the fluid in the limit of low densities and where TI .. (p, n represents the increase in the viscosity at density p over the dilute gas value at the same temperature. The contribution TI,,(p, n is often referred to as the excess viscosity. Many investigators have noted that the excess viscosity of fluids is a weak function of temperature over a substantial range of densities [D1,G1, H2,S3] . Hence, the excess viscosity, including that of water substance, has sometimes been approximated by a function of the density alone [54, T1] . However, more detailed investigations have shown that the stratification of the isotherms, when 'Tl.,(p, n is plotted as a function of p at different temperatures, exceeds the experimental error of the data [GI, S5] . For an accurate representation over 0 wide runge of conditiona, the excess viscosity must be treated as a function of both density and temperature. This is especially important in the case of water substance, since the excess function displays some abnormal behavior at subcritical temperatures in both the vapor and the 1iquid phase.
Although the normal viscosity may be decomposed into two additive contributions as in eq (2.1), previous studies of the viscosity data of carbon dioxide [A I, E I] have indicated that the variation of the viscosity with density and temperature can be represented more concisely, if one uses an expression of the form F(p,T).
(2.2)
Expressing the excess factor F(p, n as a double power series in density and inverse temperature, Altunin and Sakhabetdinov [A I] found that the viscosity of;',carbon dioxide could be well represented by eq (2.2) over a wide range of conditions with only half the number of terms as compared to eq (2.1) with a similar power series for 'Tl,,(p, as used in the current international equations [1l,12] . With a few notable exceptions, such as the viscosity equations proposed by Hanley et a1. [H3, H4, H5] , the forms of the equations commonly used for either TI)p,n or F(p,n are similar to the functional forms used for the representation of the compressibility factor Z [K5, K6] . In particular., the double power series adopted here is of the same mathematical form as the representation earlier used by Altunin and Gadetskii for the representation of the thermodynamic properties of carbon dioxide [A3]. As an alternative possibility we also investigated the viscosity of water substance using an expression for F(p,T) similar to the one used by Jacobsen and Stewart [11] for the repre,sentation of the thermodynamic properties of nitrogen. Among the many equations tested, we obtained the best overall representation of the selected viscosity data using the Altunin-Gadetskii form (2.3).
Viscosity in the Zero-Density Limit
In order to represent the normal viscosity by eq (2.2), the equation (2.3) adopted for the excess factorF(p,T) must be complemented with an equation for the viscosity llo(T) in the limit of zero density.
It turns out that the viscosity of steam at subcritical temperatures has a negative pressure coefficient. The phenomenon was observed by Kestin and coworkers [K7,M3] using an oscillating disk viscometer and it has been confirmed using capillary viscometers as well [N 1]. The differences between the values of the viscosity at atmospheric pressure and those in the limit of zero pressure increase with decreasing temperature. The equation for Tlo(T) should represent the viscosity data when extrapolated to zero density or pressure, taking into account the negative pressure effect. A careful study of the viscosity data for steam at low pressures was made by Aleksandrov et al. [A21. Starting from the expression for the viscosity as given by the kinetic theory of gases, but replacing the collision integral by an empirical power series expansion in inverse temperature, they proposed (2.6) where T* is the same dimensionless temperature as defined in eq (2.4). With the values for the coefficients ak listed in table Al of Appendix A, this equation represents the extrapolated zero-density viscosity to well within the experimental accuracy in a range of temperatures from 0 "C to 11UO "c. It was therefore incorporated in the interpolating equation for the viscosity of water substance adopted by lAPS in 1975 [I1J.
Since no new· experimental information for the behavior of the viscosity of steam at low pressures has been reported subsequently, we have retained the same equation (2.6) for lIo(T) in the present work.
2_~_ Viscosity in the Critical Region
Upon approaching the critical point an-anomalous increase is observed in ~he thermal conductivity and viscosity of fluids. In the case of the thermal conductivity, the criticai enhancement is encountered in a large range of temperatures and densities. The presence of a critical enhancement in the ther- Outside the critical region, the viscosity T) is to be identified with the normal viscosity 11-Inside the critical region, l] is J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 9, No.4, 1980 >. (PelT) I 7j (pc,T) ' 770 (1) Schematic representation of the viscosity as a function of density at a temperature slightly above the critical temperature, defined empirically by extrapolating the behavior of thp. normal viscosity outside the critical region smoothly into the critical region. In practice, this is accomplished by retaining the eqs (2.2) and (2.3) for Tj throughout the critical region. Experiment and theory indicate that the critical viscosity enhancement is a multiplicative enhancement, i.e., the anomalous viscosity Llil is proportional to the normal viscosity l] [CI, K8,02,S7] .
+-
Hence, rather than Doll, we prefer to consider the relative critical enhancement LlII/l] or the viscosity ratio II/Tj.
In the vicinity of the critical point large-scale density fluctuations are present in the fluid. The spatial extent of these fluctuations is characterized by a correlation length ~ which diverges at the critical point [F1,S8]. The theory of dynamical critical phenomena predicts that the viscosity ratio llRi will diverge as e' " where <P is a critical viscosity exponent [D2,H6,03,S9] . We thus represent the asymptotic behavior of the viscosity by 
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Theoretical values Q> = 0.065 and Q> = 0.070 have also been reported [G2,S9l However, the latter calculations assume implicitly that the critical point is approached sufficiently closely so that ~1'\ > > Ti, a condition not satisfied in the temperature range where actual viscosity data are available. Experimental viscosity data near the gas-liquid critical point of a number of fluids are consistent with an exponent value Q> close to 0.05 [B2,L2,S7,S10]. As we shall demonstrate, the experimental data for the critical viscosity enhancement for steam are also consistent with <P = 0.05.
The asymptotic behavior (2.8) for the viscosity applies to temperatures and densities sufficiently close to the critical point so that q~ > > 1. In order to represent the viscosity over a large range of temperatures and densities, we want to formulate an equation which connects smoothly the critical hehavior as given by eq (2.8) with the normal behavior of the viscosity outside the critical region. For this purpose we propose i)(qs)"', for q~ > 1 (2.110) 1'\ = Ti, for q~ ~ 1.
(2.Ub)
An equation of this form has been used earlier to represent experimental viscosity data reported for nitrogen near the critical point [B2] . The relationship between this equation and those proposed by other investigators is discussed in a separate publication [B3].
A method for calculating the correlation length ~ of steam in the critical region as a function of temperature and density is presented in Appendix B.
Equation of State
The proposed equation for the viscosity of water substance represents the viscosity as a function of density and temperature. In practice, many experimental viscosity data are obtained as a function of pressure and temperature. In the formulation of the interpolating equation currently recommended by lAPS for the viscosity of water substance [11 ],densities were calculated using either the 1967 IFC Formulation for Industrial Use [M2,S1] or the 1968 IFe Formulation for Scientific and General Use [13] .
Unfortunately, neither the 1967 IFC formulation nor the 1968 IFCformulation is suitable to represent the thermodynamic and transport properties of steam in the immediate vicinity of the critical point. First of all, the 1967 IFC and 1968 IFC formulations themselves lead to appreciably different predictions for the density in the vicinity of the critical point [N 1]. Moreover, as discussed in Appendix B, the calculation of the correlation length ~ requires knowledge of the compressibility (ap/ap)r as well. Most importantly,_ recent developments have' clearly demonstrated that the thermodynamic behavior of fluids exhibits a nonanalytic singularity at the critical point which can only be accommodated by the introduction of a so-called scaled equation of state [L3,S8]. In previous publications, it has been shown that scaled equations of state do represent the observed thermodynamic behavior of steam in the critical region as well [B4,L4,M4] . Finally, the reference values Tr and Pr introduced in eq (2.5) are the values of the critical temperature and density implicitly assumed in the 1968 IFe Formulation for Scientific and General Use [13] . However, we now know that these reference values are not equal to the actual temperature and density of the critical point of steam [L3,L4] .
In order to represent the behavior of the viscosity in the critical region we have adopted a scaled parametric Outside the range bounded by eq (2.12), we continued to use the 1968 IFC Formulation for Scientific and General Use as is done in the interpolating equation recommended by lAPS [11] . A table of specific volume values for water substance calculated with the aid of the 1968 IFC formulation at integral pressures and temperatures is included in the paper of Nagashima [N 1]. Nagashima has also discussed the effect of the difference of the ]967 and 1968lFC formulations on the values calculated for the viscosity IN]]. Since the region of the critical behavior of the viscosity is wholly within the range bounded by eq (2.12), the same considerations apply to the normal viscosity as predicted by our equations.
Both the 1967 and the ] 968 IFC formulations assume that the temperature is expressed in terms of the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1948 (lJYf~8). Most of the experimental viscosity data are also given in reference to IJYfS-48. Since no internationally agreed equation of state in terms of the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 (IPTS-68) is currently available. the interpolating viscosity equation adopted by lAPS was actually formulated in terms of IPT~8. For the SHIne reason we have conducted our analysis also in terms of IPTS-48. However, the resulting equation can be readily used 10 culculate the viscosity in terms of IPTS-68 as indicated in Appendix D.
Experimental Viscosity Data

Primary Sources of Data prior to 1974
A survey of the experimental measurements for the viscosity of water substance, that were available to lAPS in 1974, was presented by N agashima [N 1]. A critical evaluation of these available data sets was made by lAPS's Working Group II on transport properties. The deliberations resulted in a recommended set of primary references, designated as "International Input", together with an assessment of the levels of uncertainty associated with the data. The criteria on which the selections and assessments were made, together with brief comments on the limits imposed on the range of applicability of certain primary references, can be found in reference [N 1]. The list of primary references together with the estimated precision of _ the data is reproduced in table 1. The experimental data values extracted from the primary references are contained in a technical report prepared for lAPS by Scheffler et a1. [515] . The data values listed in this It:pOll well:: Ul!ieu ju uur allaIYlSh;. Prdirninary fits of the proposed equation to the data revealed a number of minor inconsistencies. Some corrections are listed in the article of Nagashima [NI] , but some additional chan~es to the primary data set were also found desirable.
The temperature uncertainties of ± 2 °e in the work of Whitelaw [W3] lead to large uncertainties in the corresponding densities and, hence, to large uncertainties in the values for the dynamic viscosity calculated from the measured kinematic viscosities. The effect is most pronounced for the data at 380 °e, where an uncertainty of 2 °e in temperature may imply an uncertainty in the dynamic viscosity as large as 20%. To prevent degradation of the fit in the critical region, we deleted the first five points at 380 °e in reference [W3] 
Methods of measurements:
Capillary flow 2 Oscillating body or vessel
For the viscosity of water at elevated pressures and temperatures between 300 °e -and the critical temperature, only three sources of experimental information are available; namely, the data reported by Tanaka [T3] , by Nagashima et a1. [N3] and by Rivkin et a1. [R6, R7, R8] with estimated pre-chsiulllS uf 10/0-2%. HuweveJ-, the lJIealSUJ-emeull!i uf NC1~alShjllJa et a1., on the one hand and the measurements of Rivkin et a1. on the other hand show mutual devations up to 5% in this range as illustrated in figure 12 in reference [NI] . 1t turns out that the data of Tanaka agree in general more closely with those of Rivkin et a1. The data of Rivkin et a1. also appear to be consistent with the data of Mayinger [M6] and with the more extensive and precise data of Kerimov, Agayev et a1. [A4, Kll] below 300 °e. Hence, to ensure consistency in the near critical region, we-rejected the data of Nagashima et a1. [N3J between 300 0 e and the critical temperature in favor of the more precise measurements of Rivkin et a1. [R6, R7, R8] . Actually, the 18 points of Nagashima et a1. were retained in the selected data set for purposes of comparison, but their weights were reduced by a factor of one hundred. Furthermore, 7 data points, not counting duplicates, were found to show deviations from preliminary fits to the surface in excess of three times their evaluated precision as given in [N3] . That the lack of adequate representation of these points is not indicative of an undetected trend in the data or failure of the proposed equation is indicated by the agreement between the fitted equation and adjacent data points from the same experimental sources. Six of the points lie in the most difficult region of measurement, where the kinematic viscosity has a low value and where the flow in the capillary viscometers used can easily become turbulent at low Reynolds numbers. Some of the discrepancies, in particular in the case of the first and last data points mentioned, may be caused by printing errors in the values reported for temperature, pressure or viscosity. The 7 suspected data points were retained in the analysis, but their weights were reduced by a factor of one hundred.
Using a new theoretical equation for the operation of capillary viscometers, Kestin, Sokolov, and Wakeham have recently made a re-analysis of some of the earlier, very precise measurements of the viscosity of water between 0° and 150 °C at near atmospheric pressures [K13]. Systematic errors introduced by the use of semi-empirical and possibly incorrect working equations were appreciably reduced. In particular, they re-evaluated completely the experimental measurements of Korson [H7] we took the values deduced for the ratios of the viscosity at temperature t relative to the viscosity at 20°C and converted these ratios into absolute viSCOSities using the reference value of 1002.0 X 10-6 Pa's at 20°C and atmospheric pressure [K13].
Additional Sources of Data
Since the selection of the primary references in 1974 .. the results of five new experiments have become available. The new references, together with the estimated precision of the data, are listed in table 2.
The viscosity measurements obtained by Nagashima et a1.
[N2] using a capillary flow assembly cover a temperature range from 250°C to 600 °C and a pressure range up to 20.8 MPa. The kinematic viscosity is low in this region and the fluid flow can easily become turbulent, as mentioned earlier. However, we believe that extreme care was taken by the investigators and we have assigned an estimated error of 3% to the data as was done for the earlier work in this region by the same investigators [N3] . Rivkin et a1. [Rl, R2] and Oltermann [01] have reported experimental studies of the enhancement of the viscosity in the critical region. The measurements of Rivkin et a1. span a range in temperature from 374°C to 390 °C and in pressure from 22.1 MPa to 27.5 MPa [Rl, R2] . The measurements obtained by Oltermann cover a wider range of conditions; namely, a temperature range from 341°C to 383 °C and a pressure range from 0.1 MPa to 23.8 MPa, but they provide less detailed coverage of the near critical region lOll. A major objective of the present paper is to include a proper description of the critical viscosity enhancement. For this reason we shall discuss the viscosity data in the critical region in more detail below.
Kestin and collaborators have recently reported the results of two experimental studies of the viscosity of water at elevated pressures using a modified version of the oscillating-disk viscometer developed at Brown University fK2,K3J. The data were obtained relative to the viscosity of water al atmospheric pressure as a function of temperature. For the data obtained along five isotherms at temperatures between ] 0 °C and 40°C and at pressures up to 31 MPa, we have adopted the error estimate of 0.3% proposed by the authors IK2]. For the data along ten isotherms between 40°C and 150°C, Kesfin et a1. report an estimated error of 0.5% [K3] . For our analysis we have increased this estimate to 0.7%, since we found evidence for the existence of small, but significant, systematic deviations from the primary reference data in this re~ion.
Data in the Critical Region
A detailed experimental study of the viscosity of steam in the critica1 region was made by Rivkin and coworkers at the All-Union Heat Engineering Institute in Moscow [Rl, R2] . In this experiment the kinematic viscosity ll/p was determined by measuring the flow rate through a capillary with an internal diameter of 0.3 mm and a length of 50 cm as a function of the pressure drop over the capillary [R2] . Actually, the use of a capillary flow viscometer in the critical region leads to many complications due to the large compressibilities in this region (S16]. However, the investigators took care in making measurements at various pressure differences ranging from· 100 mm mercury to 8 mm mercury and verified that the measured kinematic viscosity became independent of the applied pressure difference below 12 mm mercury [RI3]. We have, therefore, adopted the values determined by Rivkin et a1. for the kinematic viscosity together with the error estimate of 1 % suggested by the authors.
The data were obtained along eight isotherms at temperatures between 374.2 °c and 39Q.0 °C and along three isobars corresponding to 22.10 MPa, 22.20 MPa, and 22.30 MPa. In figures 2 and 3 we show the dynamic viscosity TJ as a function of the density p reponed by Rivkin et a1. fur the near critical isotherms and isobars. The experiment yields the kinematic viscosity "lIp as a function of pressure and temperature. In deducing values for the dynamic viscosity TJ an added uncertainty is introduced due to the fact that the densities have to be calculated from the given pressures and temperatures. Rivkin et al. used the 1968 IFC Formulation for Scientific and General Use for this purpo~e. Huwt:ver, a:s lIIt:flliuJlt:u ill ~ecliull 2.4, this equation becomes inaccurate in the vicinity of the critical point. Hence, for a proper analysis of the dynamic viscosity as a function of the density ,the densities have to be re-evaluated. In the region bounded by eq (2.12) we recalulated the densities using the scaled equation of state presented in Appendix B. Close to the critical point we expect that at a given temperature the anomalous viscosity ilTJ/ll will reach a maximum at the critical density. This expectation is confirmed by measurements of the viscosity of other fluids near the critical point. where the viscosity was measured as a function of the density directly [B2, 14, Zl] . From figure 2 it is evident that this condition is not satisfied for the viscosity data reported by Rivkin et a1. In our experience, this behavior is an indication that the wrong values of density were used.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that in the region where the anomaly is observed the values calculated for the density p and the correlation length ~ become very sensitive to the value adopted for the critical temperature T,. An internationally agreed value for T,. is currently not available IL3]. In appendices Band C we have adopted the value 646.956 K. These data were used for the present analysis. The behavior of the dynamic viscosity thus obtained as a function of the density at near critical isotherms and isobars is shown in figures 4 and 5, respectively.
A cur~nry t:xamination of the experimenta] data indicated that the anomalous behavior of the viscosity is wholly contained inside a region bounded by
The viscosity measurements reported by Oltermann [01] were obtained using an oscillating-disk viscometer. Although as many as 96 data points were reported, most of the data rdalc 10 Ihe hchavior of the normal vil"of'ol"oity aml only two rlata points appear to be located inside the region bounded by eq (3.l). Therefore, a re-evaluation of Ohermann's data using a scaled equation of state was not considered important.
Range of Experimental Data
The 1Ft. fornmlRtion!'; for thp thPrmorlynamif' propprtipl"o of water substance as well as the current international formulation for the viscosity of water substance cover a range of temperatures and pressures bounded by to 22.9 MPa and those of Latto [L6] to 1071 °C at almospherie pressures. We retained the data points in the extended range in our analysis, but increased their error estimates by 0.5% to account for the increased uncertainties of the density values.
bounded by eq (3.2). Cappi [C3] has reported viscosity data of water between 2 °C and 100°C at pressures up to 1000 MPa, while Isdale and Spence [IS] have also measured the viscosity of water at 25°C and 50 °C at pressures up to 1000 MPa. Dudziak and Franck ID3] have measured the viscosity of liquid water and supercritical water at pressures between In addition, other sources are availablt~, not induded in tables 1 and 2, that contain viscosity data outside the range 
Analysis and Results
Method of Analysis
In accordance with eqs (2.2) and (2.11), our proposed equation for the dynamic viscosity 11 assumes the form ll(p,T) (4.1)
Taking the natural logarithm, we have ( ' 11)
In -
where 8(z) is the Heaviside step function such that 8(z) = 1 for z ~ 0 and 8(z) = 0 for z < O. Thus with TJo(T) given by eq. (2.6), the objective function y to be fitted to the data is
On substituting eq (2.3) into eq (4.3) we note that the objective function y, except for the presence of the Heaviside step function, is linear in the' coefficients aij' <t>lnq and <t>. Helice, the optimum values of these coeffecients can be determined using the method of linear least squares. That is, we minimize the normalized sum of squares IV ( )2
where N is the total number of data points, Yi the value of y for the ith datum point and O".~j the estimated variance of y at the same data point. For data points outside a critical region bounded by eq (3.1), we approximate the weight factor
(lIu y f as (TJ/uT]J, where TJi is' the viscosity and O"T], the estimated uncertainty of the viscosity at the ith datum point.
Since the estimated errors in the viscosity have been assessed as being proportional to the viscosity itself, we can actually express the weight factor at the ith point as (l/aY, where a j is the evaluated precision as listed in tables 1 and 2 with amendments discussed in sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4.
In the critical region it is not sufficient to consider only the unef~rtainty uT] in the direct measurement of the viscosity, but ' 1) nddition we need to assess the uncertainty in TJ due to the uncertainties O"p and 0"1' in the measured values of pressure and temperature. Hence, in the region specified by eq (3.1) the weight factor was taken as (T)/U)2 with (4.5)
In practice, we first propagate the estimated errors in pressure and temperature into errors in TJ, ~ and 11 and then evaluate 0" using eq (2.11). In calculating the weight factors for the experimental data of Rivkin et aI., we adopted the reported , it turns out that only two data points actually correspond to densities and temperatures inside the region defined by eq (3.1). Hence a simpler approach was adopted ill llli::, ca::,c Clnd we attributed to Oltennann'~ data an c~timatcd uncertainty of 1.6% outside the region specified by eq (3.1) and of 4% inside the region specified by eq (3.1).
It has been recommended that the value TJ = 1002.0 X 10-6 Pa·s be adopted as the standard value for the viscosity of water at 20°C and atmospheric pressure lKI3, M7, Nl, Sll] . To ensure that our equatioll remained consistent with this recommendation, the fit WCl::; constrained to repl-oducc thi~ standard value at the reference point.
Two versions of the method of least-squares were employed in the analysis. The initial investigations were made using a modified Gram-Schmidt method with an iterative refinement of the solution following precedures proposed by Bjorck [B5] . The calculations were performed \Ising double-precision arithmetic (18 decimal digits), but with the inner products accumulated in quadruple precision. Final optimization of the representative equation was achievt~d using a quadruple precision version of the multiple regression technique proposed by Wagner [W4] . In the latter method, the probability densities for the significance of the coefficients and for the significance of the regression as a whole were set at 0.95. Checks confirmed that the solutions obtained, when filling the same form of the equation using the two procedures, were in agreement to within some 16 significant figures.
Using eqs (2.3) and (4.;:3), the objective functions tested in the analysis were selected from subsets of the following form
Variants of this equation with.I8 and 19 non-zero coefficients aij were found that satisfied the statistical criteria and that represented the experimental viscosity data almost equally well. As mentioned in section 2.1, we also tested an objective function (4.3) using for F(p,T) equations similar to those used by Jacobsen and Stewart IJ 1] for the compressibility factor of nitrogen. Again a fair representation of the experimental data was obtained with the exception of the region of anomalous behavior in the liquid phase at low temperatures and in the vapor phase at subcritical temperatures. No variant of either form was found that contained more than 19 terms significant at a 95% or greater <:onfidence level.
Having determined the approximate form for F(Tj,T) and, hence, for the normal viscosity Ti, there remained the problem of optimizing the parameters q and q, for the critical enhancement of the viscosity. In the procedure described above, it was assumed that the boundary of the region where q~ ~ 1 is known before determining q. Our approach was to use an iterative method, whereby an initial estimate of q yielded after fitting an improved estimate which, if necessary, could be refined further.
Among the many equations tested, the best overall representation of the selected data was obtained with an 18 term variant of eq (2.3). This equation was presented in an earlier report (W5]. While this equation fully represented the experimental viscosity data in a pressure range from 0 to 120 MPa, a further analysis revealed that it did not extrapolate satisfactorily to higher pressures. An examination of the other solutions was made and a variant with one additional term was found that yielded an almost equally good fit to the data, while being applicable over a much wider range of pressures.
Resulting Vi~~~nity EquQtivn
Using the procedure described in the preceding section, we arrived at an equation for the viscosity of the form InTI = lnii + <pln(q~)e(q~ -1),
where InTj == InTlo(T) + p*2, 2,ay(T*-l-l)ip*-l)i, (4.7b) i=O j=o with 19 non-zero coefficients aij' The dilute gas viscosity 1)0(1) is given by eq (2.6) with the coefficients a k listed in table Al of Appendix A. The non-zero coefficients a ij are listed in table A2 of Appendix A. For the constants <t> and q characterizing the critical viscosity enhancement we adopted the values [B3] <t> = 0.05, q-J = 26.6X 10-lOm.
(4.8)
The extent of the agreement obtained between this representative equation and the primary data from the sources listed in tables 1 and 2 can be assessed from the information provided in table 4, showing the average, mean, and rms percentage deviations as well as the number n of data points exceeding multiples of the evaluated precision. The deviations are almost all within the evaluated precision listed in tables 1 and 2.
Exceptions are: the suspected data points in references [N3, R9, RIO, T3] Comparison of selected data and interpolating equations for the viscosity of water a\ atmospheric pressure with the values calcula\ed from the inlerpolaling equation proposed in this paper.
It is of special interest to consider the behavior of the viscosity of water at atmospheric pressure up to 100 QC anr\ Ht saturation between 100°C and 150 °C which was recently reassessed by Kestin et a1. [KI3]. In figure 6 we compare the current international viscosity formulation [II] and the correlating equation proposed by Kestin et a1. [K13] with the values deduced from eq (4.7) for the viscosity of liquid water. We also show a comparison with the grid point values recommended by Scheffler et a1.
[S2] and with the experimental data obtained by Eicher and Zwolinski (E2] and by Hallet fH8] for the viscosity of water at atmospheric pressure in the metastable region below 0 °C. The values calculated from our equation (4. 7) ClgC~t: wilh the tlboyc 150UrcCl'l to within thc unccrtainly levels of ± 2% between -25°C and -15 °C and ± 1 % between -15°C and -5°C as recommended by Scheffler et al. [S2] and to well within the uncertainty levels of ± 0.15% between 0 °C and 40 °C and ± 0.4% between 40°C and ISO °C as recommended by Kestin et.al. [K13] .
The international formulation for the viscosity of water substance as adopted by lAPS consists of an interpolating equation and a skeleton table of critically evaluated experimental data [II J. In table 5 we show the difference between the viscosity values calculated from eq (4.7), indicated by 'l')WB:;' and the skeleton table values 1lIAPS' relative 10 lhe tolerance uf lh~ skeleton table values. It is seen that our equation represents the skeleton table values to within their tolerances at all pressures and temperatures. The number 19 of significant coefficients aij in eq (4.7b) is substantially smaller than the 30 nonzero coefficients ai}' in the international formulation.
The viscosity values calculated from our representative equation (4.7) at integral prc:;::mrCG and temperatures is presented in .7) in the pressure range of 100 MPa to 500 MPa at temperatures between 0 °C and 75°C and in the pressure range of 100 MPa to 350 MPa at temperatures between 75 QC and 560 QC. In this extended pressure range the densities were calculated from an equation of state proposed by Juza {J2). The viscosity measurements of Dudziak and Franck at temperatures between 100°C and 560 °C were obtained relative to thf' v;~p.m;lty at a pressure of 80 MPa. We converted these data into absolute viscosities using for the viscosity at 80 MPa values calculated from an earlier version of our interpolating equation [E3, W5) . At the pressures considered the extrapolated values calculated from (4.7) represent the data from all three sources to within their evaluated precisions of 3%, 2%, and 5%, respectively. However, at pres-' sures beyond 500 MPa, the extrapolated values differ systematically from the data of Cappi [C3] and Isclale and Spence [IS], the deviations becoming more pronounced with increasing pressures. We thus conclude that the domain of validity of the represented by our equation. The minima of the isotherms for the liquid state at low temppmtllrp" rnrrespond closely to those found by Kestin et a1. [K3] and by Cappi [C3] . Equation (4.7) implies that the initial slope of the isotherms in the liquid state changes from negative to positive values at t = 34.5 °C, which is 1 °C higher than reported in references [C3,K3] .
Viscosity in the Critical Region
The enhancement of the viscosity in the vicinity of the critical point is represented by The temperature range in eq (4.1 I) is small(~r than th(~ It~m perature range corresponding to our original estimate quoted in eq (3. 1). The reason is that even for q~ < I a small trace of the anomaly could be seen as illustrated in figun! II. How- Chern. Ref. Data, Vol. 9, No.4, 1980 ever, the effect is so small that it can be neglected compared to the absolute accuracy of the experimental data. 
Viscosity at the Saturation Boundary
Values for the viscosity in the vapor and liquid phase at saturation, calculated from our equation (4.7), are presented in table 6. It is often convenient to have a si,mple equation to calculate the viscosity at the phase boundary. Introducing a variable T defined as 2 the following equations give a good representation of the tab- (4.13) Table 6 . Viscosity of water substance at the saturation boundary. and where 8('-0 -,-) is again the Heaviside step function introduced in section 4.1 such that 8 = 1 when 0 :s:;; ,-:s:;; i' 0 and 8 = 0 otherwise. The numerical values of the coefficients 
First Density Correction to the Viscosity in the Gas Phase
The initial density dependence of the viscosity in the gas phase may be represented by (4.16) where the coefficient 'Tli of the first density correction is defined by "11 = ~"6 (d 'Tl) .
The modern kinetic theory of gases predicts that the first de-JiYl:IliYt: ut:fim::u Ly t:y (4.17) t:XilSlIs, Lul tiUll tht: higher order derivatives with respect to the density diverge in the zero density limit. For a review of the issues involved, the reader is referred to a paper by Kan et a1. rK141. The coefficient 11. has been investigated as a function of temperature for a number of fluids [H2,H9] .
It follows from our equation (4.7) that the coefficient 'Tll for water vapor and steam can be represented by
39.639 X 10-6 Pa's, '-0 = 0.0027, (4.15) where Pr is the reference density introduced in eq (2.5). The numerical values of the coefficients b i are presented in [K2,K3] and Nagashima [N2] . The equation consists basically of two parts: an expression for the normal viscosity similar to that adopted by JAPS [11] but with a substantially smaller number of terms and a single multiplicative factor which relates the anomalous behavior of the viscosity in the critical region to the equation of state.
The resulting equation reproduces the international skeleton tables for the viscosity to well within their tolerances, accounts for the enhancement in viscosity near the critical point in a theoretically consistent way, and is in good agreement with the primary data set selected by JAPS as well as with new data sets not previously r.onsidered.
Further information for the potential users of the proposed equation is presented in Appendices A through D. Tr and Pr are reference values close to but not equal to the critical temperature and density.
Viscosity in the Low Density Limit
The viscosity in the low density limit 1')0 (T) =' !Jm 1')(p,T)
is represented by
The coefficients a k are given in The representative equation yields the viscosity as a function of density and temperature. To calculate the viscosity as a function of pressure and temperature, the density should preferably be calculated using the 1968 IFC Formulation for Scientific and General UseH31 at pressures up to 100 MPa, except for a region around the critical point where use of a scaled equation of state is recommended as specified in Appendix B.
The estimated accuracy of the representative equation at various ranges of pressures and temperatures is indicated in figure 15 . In addition, we estimate the accuracy of the viscosity values calculated for the saturated liquid as ± 0.2% at 0 °C<t<40 °e, ± 0.4% at 40°C <t<I50 °C, ± 1 % at 150 °C < t<300 °C, ± 3% at 300°C <t< t,., and for the saturated vapor as ± 4% at 0 °C<t< 100 °e, ± 2% at IOO°C<t<300 °e, ± 3% at 300 °e <t<t r • These estimates are based on the tolerances proposed by Scheffler et a1. [S2] and Kestin et a1. [KI3] , but modified by an improved estimated accuracy near the critical temperature.
Appendix 8. Equation of State and Correlation Length in the Critical Region
Equation of State in the-Critical Region
It is recommended that in the critical region an equation of state be used that incorporates accurately the nonanalytic thermodynamic behavior of steam at the critical point. In this paper we have adopted a scaled parametric equation of state formulated by Murphy et a1. [M4] . This equation of state is based on the so-called restricted linear model [L3,58] and is defined by Values of the pressure thus calculated at selected temperatures and densities in this region are presented in table B2.
Correlation length
The correlation length ~ is calculated by relating it to the symmetrical compressibility X1' = p(iJp/iJP)7" as discussed in a previoue publicatiun [58] J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 9, No.4, 1980 ,,;  ,l!f',~ <;>1 11'11l1 ion length at selected densities l I1tHl'{' fill Iln'~; nellT the critical point (~ in 10-10m) !"'." ,""""-" we then obtain [B2] ~oliSpl-,,/13 Ei-Y -11,,1213'1
The saturation boundary corresponds to x ::;; -xu, the critical isotherm to x = 0 and the critical isochore above T," to x = 00. At the critical isochore above T,., (B.IO) reduces again to ~ = ~o(!lt)-" and at the saturation boundary below T,. to ~ :::; ~1!l11-" with ~ :::; [f3EI'I.1II 2 13]"/'i.
The correspondinr expression for the compressibility cannot be integrated analytically to yield a closed form expression for the pressure as a flln~tion of density and tempf'rahlrf'. Hf'n~f', this fonnalism is not well suited to calculate the density at a given pressure and temperature. However, once the density J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 9, No.4, 1980 is known, eq (B.IO) enables one to calculate the correlation length without using the parametric variables rand 6.
It is possible to express the equation (A.6) for the viscosity in the critical region in terms of dimensionless quantities by introducing Xr. = p*(dp*ldP*).,.. Using the parameter values adopted in this paper, eq (A.6) may be written as .:!! = 0.922 Xf,°·026::I for xf. > Xu, 1i (6.12) for Xr. :s;;; Xo' where the constant Xo is chosen such that (B.13) Appendix C. Tables of Calculated Viscosity Values Table Cl gives the values of the viscosity at selected pressures and temperatures calculated from the interpolating equation specified in Appendix A. The pressures and temperatures correspond to the grid points of the skeleton tables of the international formulation for the viscosity of water substance [11] . In order to reproduce these values the densities are to be calculated with the 1968 IFC Formulation for Scientific and General Use [13]4. Exceptions are the grid points at 4 A table of the reciprocal density values at the grid points is given in Appendix IV of reference [NI] . t = 375.0 °C, P = 22.5 MPa, p = 405.9 kg/m 3 ;
(C.l) t = 400.0 °C, P = 30.0 MPa, p = 357.1 kg/m 3 ; that are within the region defined by eq (B.5) and where the density has been calculated with the critical region equation of state presented in Appendix B.
In the critical region it is more illustrative to consider the viscosity as a function of density and temperature, because of the rapid variation of the density and the correlation length with pressure. In table C2 we give the values of the viscosity calculated from our interpolating equation at selected densities and temperatures in the critical region. The corresponding values of the density p and the correlation length ~ were given in tables B2 and B3. Calculated viscosity values at the saturation boundary at selected temperatures were earlier presented in table 6. The representative equation developed in this paper and summarized in Appendix A was developed with the temperatures expressed in terms of IPTS-48. This was done to retain consistency with the international formulation for the viscosity developed hy IAPS_ Should the user wish to use the equation with the more modern IPTS--68, then two possible courses of action are available.
The first and obvious approach, involving no loss of accuracy, is to convert the temperatures on IPTS-68 to temperatures on IPfS-48 prior to using the representative equations. Equations and tables for converting the temperature scale can be fmmel in rp.fp.rencp.~ [D4, R 141-This procedure is recommended if the viscosity equation is used in conjunction with the 1968 IFC Formulation which is also based on IPTS--48.
The second, and more direct approach, is to substitute into the viscosity equation the temperatures in terms of IPTS-68.
This procedure changes the _ calculated viscosity by at most 0.05%, which is well within the accuracy of the equation provided that the value of the critical temperature in the critical region equation defined in Appendix B is expressed in terms of IPTS-68. For this purpose we note that (D.l)
The largest deviations in calculating the normal viscosity 11 are typically: + 0.02% for saturated water at 30°C. -0.03% for saturated water at 150°C, + 0.02% for steam at 600 °c and 0.1 MPa and + 0.05% for steam at 800°C and 0.1 MPa.
Replacement of Tc 48 ) by I:~) in the critical region equations ensures that the values obtained for ~ and the critical enhancement factor (q~)q. remain the same. T}=Tj (D.2) at all pressures and temperatures including the cTltieal region with 1) still given by (A.S). The effects on the values calculated for 1) are the same as those given in Appendix VI of reference [NI] . The differences are typically of the order of ± 0.3%, but become ~vmcwhat \aJ~cr ill the cli\Jl,;al H:;~iull tlcfJut:u Ly (B.5). This procedure ignores the viscosity enhancement near the critical point which is unimportant for many practical applications and which is also ignored in the international formulation for the viscosity of water suhstance [II] . The advantage of the procedure is that the calculated values are of the same quality as when the international viscosity formulation is used in conjunction with the 1967 IFe formulation htlt with :m appreciably smaller number of terms in the viscosity equation.
Choice of Equation of State
